Development of IoT furniture platform connected to smart home and application
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Abstract

Background/Objectives: A practical use of sterilizer to prevent the inside of closet and drawer from going moldy will be expected to increase demand in sterilizer for earrings and accessories.

Methods/Statistical analysis: Application design and software are developed in consideration of user convenience connected with IoT platform. Major performance and function are defined, including materialization of unit function, hardware platform and instrument development, and development of embedded SW and mobile application.

Findings: Application connected to closing and opening device based on IoT is developed not only to remotely monitor open and shut the door in closet or drawer but also to switch device remotely which controls ion generator and humidity but also to operate alarm device in case of opening door of closet or drawer forcibly.

Improvements/Applications: Application as a smart lock for security can be expected in office, closet, and drawers. A practical use of sterilizer to prevent the inside of closet and drawer from going moldy is expected to using as a sterilizer for earrings and accessories.
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1. Introduction

Device for closing and opening smart furniture based on IoT and interlocking application are developed to open and close door in closet, drawer, and dressing table through fingerprint verification, including promoting a pleasant environment to prevent the inside of closet and drawer from going moldy. Product design not only to open and close door remotely by smartphone but to control and monitor various kind of devices based on IoT is also to be developed in this study [1], [2]. Therefore, the development of following contents is to be implemented; the product design considered the body in die production, mass production structure for securing proper manufacturing costs, the development of application connected device of closing and opening based on IoT, the design of control unit and fingerprint recognition part, the development of detailed circuit diagram and PCB artwork and the development of control firmware [3], [4].

2. Research and development

2.1. Development of IoT platform connected to smart home

Device of opening and closing closet door through fingerprint identification is developed under 12V power adapter located the back side of closet or drawer. Manufacturing extra board not only to store source image of finger print DB in control board memory but to install fingerprint identification sensor in the outside of drawer or closet is to be connected main control board by F-PCB [5], [6]. A number of anions which are created by air electrolysis purifies the air and have an effect on odor removing, suppression of propagation of germs, and resolving harmful gas. Humidity measurement inside closet using humidity sensor and humidity control device using electric motor driven fan are also developed. Operation condition of opening and closing door as well as fan is transmitted and is managed smart phone through WiFi gate [7], [8].

Control unit block diagram of furniture based on IoT device is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Control Unit Block Diagram in Furniture Based on IoT Device.

Wire frame for the development of application connected to closing and opening device based IoT is shown in Figure 2.
The mobile application result of furniture based IoT is shown in Figure 3. Its major functions are as in the flowing: remotely closing and opening door of closet or drawer, remotely monitoring door condition, remotely switching an ion generator and a humidity control device, and alarm operating in case of opening door forcibly9,10.

Main controller artwork is shown in figure 4.
2.2. Development of product design

Products such as electrical wirings of every kind, cooling fan, sensor and battery are designed. Product design which is considered production of body mold and exploration into utilization method of additional function as well as design type are developed. Product design is shown in figure 6.

![Fig. 6: Product Design.](image)

2.3. Development of application connected to closing and opening device based on IoT.

Android-Nougat platform has been developed. Wire frame for development of application connected to closing and opening device based on IoT is shown in figure 7.
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Developing result of mobile application in furniture based on IoT is shown in figure 8.
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3. Conclusion

Application connected to closing and opening device based on IoT is developed not only to remotely monitor open and shut the door in closet or drawer but also to switch device remotely which controls ion generator and humidity but also to operate alarm device in case of opening door of closet or drawer forcibly. Market expansion of application as well as smart home through the development of furniture IoT device connected to smartphone based on this study is trying to contribute to develop local industries. Removing the mold from drawers in home and office is applicable to a sterilizing device that is possible to prevent going moldy on clothes and accessories such as earring and necklace. It will be expected to use remote monitoring and controlling furniture based IoT.
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